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Different social media applications have become a 

natural part of the marketing strategies in companies.  

It is relevant to focus on social media marketing 

strategies and how practitioners execute them. In 

other words, which strategies are eligible, and how can 

they be executed in order to take advantage of the 

potential benefits. The outcomes of social media 

marketing can be emergent (something happens) and 

deliberate (the practitioners make things happen). The 

purpose of the research is to evaluate deliberate social 

media marketing strategies in a start-up company. 

BACKGROUND 

The participatory action research process 

To plan The trial period was limited to the pre-launch phase. Instagram was chosen as the start-up’s first-order 

social media marketing tool, since Instagram is popular among the targeted segment and since usage of 

visual social media is relevant to create and increase awareness. To excel traffic to the account, the start-

up was interested in testing three different strategies; “to follow”, “to like” and “to comment” on poten-

tial customers’ Instagram feeds. 

 

To act The start-up engaged  one person to set up and test the effects of the three mentioned strategies with 

the aim to get followers. In total 117 pictures were posted. In addition to this, the person engaged for 

the task followed 16 336 potential customers’ accounts, gave 7970 likes, and wrote 440 comments dur-

ing the trial period of 46 days. 

To observe For data collection, daily information about the number of likes (4764), comments (179) and followers 

(1562) received was counted. Iconosquare was employed to analyze the numbers. 

 

To reflect The data was continuously reflected on, but a more deep analysis was done after the trial period. 
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Results 

Action 

To follow 

To like 

To comment 

Reaction 

To get followers To get likes To get comments 

Conclusion: the strategy “to follow” gives birth to immediate response from 

potential customers. The strategies “to like” and “to comment” increase 

traffic, but direct correlations to specific reactions are not visible in the cur-

rent data.  
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